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ABTRACT The biophysical and biomechanical properties of the crystalline lens (e.g., viscoelasticity) have long been implicated in accommodation and vision problems, such as presbyopia and cataracts. However, it has been difficult to measure
such parameters noninvasively. Here, we used in vivo Brillouin optical microscopy to characterize material acoustic properties
at GHz frequency and measure the longitudinal elastic moduli of lenses. We obtained three-dimensional elasticity maps of the
lenses in live mice, which showed biomechanical heterogeneity in the cortex and nucleus of the lens with high spatial resolution.
An in vivo longitudinal study of mice over a period of 2 months revealed a marked age-related stiffening of the lens nucleus. We
found remarkably good correlation (log-log linear) between the Brillouin elastic modulus and the Young’s modulus measured by
conventional mechanical techniques at low frequencies (~1 Hz). Our results suggest that Brillouin microscopy is potentially
useful for basic and animal research and clinical ophthalmology.

INTRODUCTION
The crystalline lens in the eye plays a central role in vision.
Together with the cornea, the lens is responsible for transmitting and focusing incoming light onto the retina (1). The lens
is made up of elongated fiber cells with no nuclei and no
mitotic activity (2), and continues to grow throughout life
without discarding or replacing old cells (3). When new cells
are formed in the epithelium and differentiate into fiber cells
into the cortex, old cells are packed toward the nucleus with
tighter spacing as age advances. This results in a shell structure of fiber layers packed with increasing density toward the
nucleus, giving rise to the remarkable optical properties, such
as transparency and a radial gradient of refractive index, that
are necessary for normal vision (4–6). The microstructure is
also closely related to the biomechanical properties of the
lens, which play an important role in biotransport as well
as visual accommodation (7).
The specific biomechanical properties of the lens and
their alterations by aging have been linked to some important ocular problems, such as presbyopia and cataracts
(8,9). Presbyopia, the loss of accommodation power, affects
most of the population above 40–50 years of age. Agerelated increases in the stiffness of the lens are thought to
be the primary cause of presbyopia (8,10–12), because
stiffer lenses are more resistant to the compression and
tension given by the ciliary muscle (13). Age-related nuclear
cataracts, characterized by abnormal protein oxidation,
cross-linking, and coloration in the nucleus, are the leading
cause of blindness worldwide. The pathogenesis of this
disorder is not fully understood, but it has been linked to
the reduced transport of small molecules, such as antioxiSubmitted March 14, 2011, and accepted for publication August 3, 2011.
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dants, in the lens due to an increased viscoelastic modulus
and tight packing of lens fibers (9,14).
Investigators have shown considerable interest in
measuring the mechanical properties of the crystalline
lens for basic research and early diagnosis, and potentially
for surgical intervention and therapy for presbyopia
(12,15,16). Several studies have demonstrated age-related
stiffening of excised human and animal lenses by using
various testing tools, such as a spinning cup (17), mechanical stretchers (18), stress-strain equipment (19,20), and
bubble-based acoustic radiation force (21). Ultrasound has
also been used to measure the spatial variation of packing
density inside the lens ex vivo (22).
Here we report for the first time, to our knowledge, the
in vivo measurement of the mechanical properties of a crystalline lens. For this study, we optimized a Brillouin optical
microscope that was recently developed in our laboratory
(23) for the characterization of animal lenses. This noncontact optical method allowed us to obtain a high-resolution,
three-dimensional (3D) map of the elastic modulus of the
lens in live mice. From a longitudinal study, we obtained
the first in vivo direct evidence regarding age-related stiffening of murine lenses. Furthermore, we performed a validation study in which we compared the Brillouin measurements
with respect to standard mechanical tests, and the results
provided novel insights into the relationship between the
hypersonic acoustic properties and conventional rheological
moduli measured at much lower frequencies.
Spontaneous Brillouin light scattering arises from the interaction between photons and acoustic phonons (i.e., propagation of thermodynamic fluctuations). A small sample volume
(10 pL to 100 nL) can be probed optically in the back-scattering configuration (Fig. 1 a). The excitation and relaxation
of acoustic phonons induce a positive and negative frequency
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.08.008
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shift by U ¼ V/L (Fig. 1 b), where V is the propagation speed
of acoustic phonon and L is the phonon wavelength that
satisfies the phase matching condition: L¼l/ 2n, where l is
the optical wavelength in air and n is the refractive index.
For visible light, L is 100–250 nm and U is on the order of
10 GHz. The elastic modulus, M0 , is expressed as
M0 ¼rl2U2/(4n2), where r is the mass density. Therefore,
with the known (or estimated) local value of r/n2 of a sample,
the longitudinal modulus can be computed from the Brillouin
frequency shift that is measured directly by optical spectroscopy. In combination with a confocal setup, this technique
allows for biomechanical imaging (23). Brillouin spectroscopy has been applied to the characterization of biological
samples, including ocular tissues ex vivo and polymeric specimens in vitro (24,25). To our knowledge, however, in vivo
Brillouin measurement has not heretofore been demonstrated.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

ref.

FIGURE 1 Brillouin light scattering microscopy: principle, setup, and characterization. (a)
Probing volume. (b) Conceptual energy diagram
of photon-phonon interaction in spontaneous Brillouin scattering. (c) Schematic of the confocal
microscope setup.

sample

Natick, MA) for spectral analysis. Our algorithm determines the spectral
dispersion axis, extracts the optical spectrum, and measures the Brillouin
shift and magnitude by curve-fitting with Lorentzian profiles. We produced
Brillouin images in MATLAB using the hot color map. For the conversion
from Brillouin frequency shift to the Brillouin longitudinal modulus, we
used r ¼ 1.13g/cm3 and n ¼ 1.4 for porcine lenses in the analysis shown
in Fig. 6 (22,28), and r ¼ 1.18g/cm3 and n ¼ 1.43 for bovine lenses used
in Figs. 5 and 6 (29,30). We estimate that the conversion error due to
sample-to-sample variations in r/n2 is relatively small and does not affect
the correlation between the Brillouin modulus and Young’s modulus (see
Supporting Material).

In vivo measurement of the eye
Mice (C57BL/6 strain, 2 weeks to 18 months old) were anesthetized by an
intravenous injection of pentobarbital. Tropicamide 1% was administered
to dilate the pupil. A piece of coverslip was attached to the cornea with Methocel to prevent drying and minimize optical refraction at the corneal
surface. The mouse was placed in a heated tube during the Brillouin
measurement. All animal experiments were performed in compliance
with institutional guidelines and approved by the subcommittee on research
animal care at Massachusetts General Hospital.

Brillouin confocal microscope
Fig. 1 c shows a schematic of the Brillouin microscope. The light source is
a frequency-doubled Nd-YAG laser (Torus; Laser Quantum. Stockport, UK)
emitting a single frequency mode at 532 nm. The laser beam was expanded
to 7.5 mm diameter (1/e2) and then focused to the sample by an aspheric
lens with a long focal length (f ¼ 35 mm; Edmund Optics, Barrington,
NJ). The resulting confocal resolution was ~4(x) " 4(y) " 100(z) mm3.
For 3D imaging, the sample was translated stepwise using three-axis motorized stages (Zaber Technologies, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada,
and NewFocus, Irvine, CA). Scattered light from the samples was collected
by a single-mode optical fiber (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) serving as a confocal
pinhole, and delivered to a VIPA spectrometer.

VIPA spectrometer
The spectrometer consists of two cascaded VIPA stages (see Supporting
Material) with a relay telescope and square-aperture spatial filter in between
(26,27). The two VIPA etalons have identical specifications (R1 ¼ 99.9%,
R2 ¼ 95%, 1.6# tilt; LightMachinery, Nepean, Ontario Canada). The
diffraction pattern after the final VIPA stage was detected with the use of
an EM-CCD camera (Ixon Du197; Andor, Belfast, Northern Ireland) with
a dispersion slope of 0.5 GHz/pixel.

Data acquisition and analysis
We used LABVIEW for instrument automation (e.g., controlling translational stages, camera, and shutters) and MATLAB (The MathWorks,
Biophysical Journal 101(6) 1539–1545

Sample preparations for mechanical
measurements
We surgically extracted lenses from fresh porcine and bovine eyeballs
(Research 87) and carefully removed the lens capsules. To measure the
bovine lens nucleus (see Fig. 5, b and c), we first used a biopsy punch to
extract tissue columns (6 mm diameter, 7–10 mm long) and then used razor
blades to extract central pieces of 3 mm in each side. To measure the swine
lenses (see Fig. 6 a), we obtained small pieces of swine lenses of various
ages in cube shapes (~5"5"3 mm3) from various regions of the lens,
including the cortex and nucleus, using razor blades. The measurement
data shown in Fig. 6 b were obtained with the central cylindrical columns
extracted by using the biopsy punch from bovine lenses.

Mechanical measurements of lenses ex vivo
On each batch of samples, we performed Brillouin, stress-strain, and shear
tests, all within 12 h postmortem. For Brillouin tests, we measured nine
depth profiles (spaced 50 mm in the x-y directions) around the center of
the lens. We then averaged the peak frequency shift from each depth profile,
from which the representative Brillouin nuclear modulus was computed.
We performed the stress-strain tests at constant strain rates (1–5% strain
per minute) by using a standard instrument (Instron 5542) with compressive
plates of 50 mm diameter. We calculated the Young’s modulus by linear
fitting of the stress-strain curves up to 5% strain. For shear rheometry, we
used a standard stress-controlled rheometer (AR-G2; TA Instruments)
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RESULTS
In vivo Brillouin imaging of the crystalline lens
To test the possibility of measuring the lens elasticity in vivo,
we performed Brillouin measurements on laboratory mice
(C57BL/6 strain). The probe light from a single-frequency
laser (532 nm) was focused with an objective lens into the
eye of an anesthetized mouse (Fig. 2 a). As we moved the
animal on a motorized stage, the optical spectrum of scattered light was recorded. Fig. 2 b shows some representative
Brillouin spectra obtained along the optical axis of the mouse
lens at 3 mW of illumination power and 0.5 s of acquisition
time. The signal/noise ratio (SNR) was ~70 at the peak of
the spectrum. The SNR allowed the Brillouin frequency shift
to be determined from each spectrum by peak localization
with an accuracy of ~50 MHz. We confirmed that the SNR
increased proportionally to the square root of the input
optical energy (optical power times the integration time).
We found a frequency sensitivity of ~60 MHz/OHz/OmW
for the characterization of mouse lenses.
For rapid data acquisition in vivo, we operated the system
with a reduced integration time of 100 ms and an optical
power of 6 mW. The spectral acquisition speed was 0.1 s,
b
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compared with 10 s for our earlier prototype (23) and
10 min for typical FP interferometers (24) used for similar
samples ex vivo. The improved data acquisition speed
enabled us to obtain a volumetric Brillouin map of the
lens in an anesthetized mouse. The cross-sectional images
in Fig. 2 c span areas of 1.7 " 2 mm2 (XY), 1.8 "
3.1 mm2 (YZ), and 2 " 3.5 mm2 (XZ). With a sampling
interval of 100 mm, it took ~2 s to scan each axial line (20
pixels), ~50 s for a cross-sectional area (20 " 25 pixels),
and ~20 min over an entire 3D volume. These images visualize, for the first time in vivo (to our knowledge), the
gradient of modulus increasing from the outer cortex to
inner nucleus, consistent with previous mechanical and
ultrasound measurements of excised lens tissues (22).
Age-related stiffening of murine lens in vivo
Using in vivo Brillouin microscopy, we investigated the
natural age dependence of the lens modulus. Our examination of two mice (1 and 18 months old, respectively) showed
a noticeable difference in their Brillouin axial profiles
(Fig. 3 a). Besides the expected size difference, the peak
Brillouin shift observed at the center of the lens nucleus in
a
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FIGURE 2 In vivo Brillouin imaging of the mouse eye. (a) Setup. (b)
Representative Brillouin spectra taken along the optics axis of the eyeball
at depths of 1550 mm (i), 1200 mm (ii), 950 mm (iii), and 550 mm (iv).
(c) Brillouin elasticity map of a murine eye in vivo. Scale bar: 1 mm.
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FIGURE 3 Age-related stiffening of the crystalline lens. (a) Axial Brillouin profile of the eye in 1-month-old and 18-month-old mice. (b) Peak
frequency shifts of the lens nucleus in vivo measured from individual
mice at various ages (solid circles) and one mouse over time (open circles).
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the old mouse was 16 GHz, whereas the shift in the younger
mouse was 11.5 GHz. We extended the study to 12 mice of
different ages to find an evident trend of age-related stiffening (Fig. 3 b). Next, we imaged one mouse every week
for 2 months and obtained consistent age-related data
(Fig. 3 b). Our results indicate a quantitative (linear-log)
relationship between the hypersonic elastic modulus and
the animal age. Also, the consistent age-related trend
provides evidence for the safety and repeatability of the
measurement method.
Age-related stiffening of porcine lens ex vivo
Porcine lenses are known to be a reasonably good model for
human lenses in terms of mechanical properties (31). To
investigate age-related stiffening of the porcine lens, we
measured the Brillouin axial profile of lenses freshly harvested from pigs of different ages (young: <1 month; old:
6 months). The results are shown in Fig. 4. As in the murine
lenses, we observed the expected size difference between
the lenses and an increase in peak Brillouin shift at the
center of the lens nucleus from 9.86 GHz in the young pig
to 10.34 GHz in the old pig. The age-related change of Brillouin shift in the pig is apparent but less pronounced than
that in the mice. Another interesting observation is related
to the shape of the Brillouin depth profile. In the young
lens the axial profile follows an almost perfect parabolic
curve, but in the older sample the profile seems to reach
a plateau in the lens nucleus.
Age-related stiffening of bovine lens ex vivo
We also investigated the age-related stiffening of bovine
lenses ex vivo. We measured the Brillouin moduli of bovine
lenses freshly harvested from animals in two age groups
(young: <1 month; old: 1–2 years, N ¼ 40). For direct

Correlation between Brillouin and low-frequency
moduli
Most biological and polymeric materials exhibit viscoelastic
properties characterized by frequency-dependent moduli
(32). Slower relaxation processes have little time to respond
to fast mechanical or acoustic modulation, such as GHz
acoustic phonons, and thus hardly contribute to the softness
of the material. As a consequence, the modulus tends to
increase with the frequency. In addition, the propagation
of acoustic phonons is governed by the longitudinal
modulus, which is typically much higher than the Young’s
or shear modulus owing to the incompressibility (i.e., Poisson’s ratio ~0.5) of water. The two effects—finite relaxation
time and low compressibility—provide a qualitative explanation for the observed large difference in modulus between
the Brillouin and standard mechanical tests (Fig. 5). We set
out to explore the possible quantitative relationship between
the Brillouin longitudinal moduli and Young’s/shear moduli
for the lens tissue.
For this study, we cut fresh porcine and bovine lenses at
various ages (from 1 to 18 months) into small pieces of sizes
our mechanical equipment could handle. We calculated the
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FIGURE 4 Brillouin depth profiles along the optic axis of the porcine
lens harvested from young (<1 month) and old (>6 months) animals.
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comparison, we also performed on the same specimens
two standard mechanical techniques: a quasi-static stressstrain test to measure the Young’s moduli, and dynamic
shear rheometry for shear moduli in the frequency range
of 0.01–100 Hz (see Supporting Material). We observed
statistically significant age-related increases of the modulus
with all three methods (Fig. 5). The measured Young’s and
shear mechanical moduli of the whole bovine lenses ranged
between 1 and 100 kPa, whereas the Brillouin moduli were
on the order of GPa. Given the physical nature of the Brillouin modulus, which is distinct from conventional lowfrequency mechanical moduli, the large difference in their
absolute values is not surprising. However, is not obvious
whether there should be a quantitative relationship between
these parameters, which differ from each other by several
orders of magnitude. We therefore sought to investigate
this issue, as described below.
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FIGURE 5 Elastic moduli of young and old bovine lenses (central
column) measured by Brillouin (a), longitudinal stress-strain (b), and
dynamic shear (1 Hz) rheological instruments (c); p-value ¼ <0.0001,
0.0012, and 0.0016, respectively.
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mean Brillouin modulus from the 3D measurement of the
Brillouin spectrum and the estimated density and refractive
index. A comparison with the Young’s modulus measured
by a conventional stress-strain test revealed a remarkable
correlation between the Brillouin (M0 ) and quasi-static
(G0 ) moduli for both porcine and bovine tissues (Fig. 6).
A high correlation (R > 0.9) was obtained in the curve fit
to a log-log linear relationship: log(M0 ) ¼ a log(G0 ) þ b,
where the fitting parameters were a ¼ 0.093 and b ¼ 9.29
for porcine tissues and a ¼ 0.034 and b ¼ 9.50 for bovine
tissues.
Recent rheological studies have shown that the mechanical modulus of many soft materials follows a power-law
dependence on frequency (u): G0 zG0 (u/f0)a, in agreement with the structural damping and soft glassy rheology
models. Here, G0 and F0 are scale factors for stiffness and
frequency with magnitudes in the order of 100 kPa and
100 MHz, respectively, and a is the scaling exponent or
a trapping factor (a ¼ 0 for purely elastic and 0 < a < 1
for viscoelastic materials) (33,34). Investigators have
measured a ¼ 0.75 in shear moduli of F-actin semiflexible
polymers (35) from 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz, and a ¼ 0.05–0.75 in
cytoskeletons (36) from 0.01 Hz to 1 kHz. Our finding of
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FIGURE 6 Comparison of Brillouin longitudinal and quasi-static
Young’s moduli of tissue specimens cut from porcine lenses (a) and bovine
lenses (b). Circles, experimental data; solid line, log-log linear fit.

a log-log correlation suggests that a similar power law
may hold for the Brillouin modulus: M0 zM0 (u/F0)b,
where M0, F0, and b are constant for a specific sample.
Treating a and b as sample-dependent parameters (34),
we get M0 ¼ 10b G0a and b/a ¼ a log(uL/f0)/log(uH/F0),
where uL (~1 Hz) and uH (~1010 Hz) represent the frequencies of mechanical modulation and acoustic phonons,
respectively. From the empirical values, M0 is found to
~50 GPa, and with F0 ¼ ~50–100 GHz, b/a is 0.6 and 0.2
for porcine and bovine specimens, respectively.
From the above log-log linear relationship, we get DM0 /
0
M ¼ aDG0 /G0 , where DM0 and DG0 are respective derivatives
or variations. For porcine and bovine lenses, we estimated
the frequency sensitivity of the Brillouin microscope to
be 510 MHz/OHz at the incident power of 13 mW, which
translates into a relative error of DM0 /M0 z 50.3% at an
integration time of 1 s. This indicates that our instrument
should be capable of detecting changes in DG0 /G0 as small
as 9% (for a ¼ 0.032).
DISCUSSION
The biomechanical and biophysical characteristics of the
crystalline lens have long been implicated in the genesis
of presbyopia and cataract. The ability to measure these
properties in vivo beyond morphology may be useful for
prognosis and diagnosis of these disorders, as well as
screening for patients at potential risk in refractive surgery
and laser vision correction. Traditionally, clinical analysis
of the lens has been limited to direct conventional slit
lamp microscopy. More recently, newer imaging technologies, such as computer videokeratography, optical coherence tomography, confocal microscopy, ultrasound, and
rotating Scheimflug photography, have been employed in
the clinical setting. Although these new modalities enhance
our understanding of the overall structure of the lens, they
do not provide information about the biomechanical and
biophysical properties of the lens. Conventional mechanical
tests, such as rheology, stress-strain tests, and dynamic
mechanical analysis, are destructive. Elastography and
ultrasound can interrogate samples nondestructively but
generally suffer from limited spatial resolution (millimeter)
and mechanical sensitivity (37).
Here, we have demonstrated that Brillouin optical
microscopy offers a new way to measure and image the
biomechanical and biophysical properties of the eye lens,
because it allows one to obtain the local longitudinal
modulus of elasticity. In mice, the longitudinal modulus of
the crystalline lens varies substantially and gradually from
the outer cortex to the nucleus, which is made up of tightly
packed fiber layers. Brillouin microscopy allowed us to
image the elastic properties of the lens and their changes
with age progression in a nondestructive manner.
Our measurements revealed a strong empirical correlation between hypersonic (gigahertz) and low-frequency
Biophysical Journal 101(6) 1539–1545
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moduli within a defined sample group of similar nature (e.g.,
lens tissues at various locations and/or ages), although the
specific relationship differs among different sample types.
Remarkably, this correlation was measured to be linear in
the log-log scale, which we attributed to the power-law
scaling of modulus in frequency. The power-law dependence in shear moduli has been measured in tissues, F-actin
polymers, and cellular cytoskeletons at frequencies up to
1 kHz (33,35,38). In the megahertz–subgigahertz regime,
the attenuation (i.e., the imaginary part of the complex
modulus) of acoustic waves in tissues typically follows
a power-law frequency scaling (39), which through the
Kramers-Kronig relationship translates into a similar dependence in the elastic modulus (the real part) (40). Taken
together, these results indicate that for a given sample
type, a log-log linear correlation can be established between
the Brillouin and conventional mechanical measurements.
Of importance, this suggests that Brillouin microscopy can
be used for both comparative and quantitative biomechanical characterizations with judicious interpretation of the
data.
In comparison with human lenses, mouse lenses are
known to be harder, more spherical, and lacking in accommodation ability. Despite these differences, however, mice
and other small animals are useful experimental models to
study the genesis of cataract formation (41), evaluate new
drugs to slow or ultimately prevent the progression of presbyopia and cataract, and develop treatment procedures to
restore some accommodative power (42). Our Brillouin
and mechanical measurements on porcine, bovine, and
murine lenses showed statistically significant age-related
variations in the lens modulus (17–21). The topic of agerelated stiffening of the lens and its relation to the etiology
of presbyopia has attracted much attention. Recent measurements obtained by Brillouin spectroscopy on human lenses
ex vivo showed no measurable dependence of longitudinal
nuclear modulus on age progression between 30 and 70
years of age (25). Nevertheless, it will be interesting to
see whether the superior data acquisition speed and the
imaging capability of the Brillouin system we have demonstrated here will enable us to detect any consistent agerelated difference in vivo. On the other hand, in a recent
study using rheometry, Schachar et al. (12) questioned the
validity of previous mechanical measurements of agerelated nuclear sclerosis or an increase in modulus, and
proposed that equatorial growth of the lens may be a more
significant factor causing presbyopia. Stiffness is an
extrinsic mechanical property governed by the spatial distribution of the elastic modulus; therefore, even with no
change in the peak elastic modulus in the nucleus, the
increasing size of the lens with age alone can result in
a substantial increase of the overall stiffness of the lens. In
this respect, the ability of Brillouin microscopy to map the
elastic modulus with high spatial resolution could help
resolve the controversies regarding the biomechanical
Biophysical Journal 101(6) 1539–1545
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causes of presbyopia. For example, the Brillouin profile of
the porcine lens reveals the flattening of the elastic modulus
distribution in the nucleus (Fig. 4). Integrating Brillouin
moduli over the lens volume in an appropriate way may
provide quantitative information on the stiffness of the lens.
An interesting next step would be to build a clinically
viable Brillouin microscope. Infrared light (e.g., at
800 nm) at an illumination power of a few milliwatts or
less would be adequate and safe. In vivo Brillouin microscopy may prove useful for clinical diagnosis as well as in
basic and preclinical studies.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have demonstrated high-resolution
measurement of the elastic modulus of the eye lens in live
mice. We identified the gradient of elastic modulus in the
crystalline lens and observed its age-related increase in vivo.
Brillouin microscopy may be used for comparative and
quantitative evaluations of biomechanical changes in basic
biological research and clinical settings.
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Fig. S1.! #$%! &'()*+,-(*(+! .$*$! &/,%012! */(! 3*,4(&! $1.! $1*053*,4(&! '($4&!
*$4(1!$6,12!*/(!,'*0)&!$70&!,8!*/(!(9(:$66!$*!.088(+(1*!.('*/&!,8!;<=!!-!>0?@!<<=!
!-!>00?@!A=<=!!-!>000?@!$1.!AB<=!!-!>0C?D!
2. Various types of modulus of elasticity.
E1!$1!0&,*+,'0)!-$*(+0$6@!F,G12H&!-,.G6G&@!!@!0&!.(801(.!$&!*/(!+$*0,!:(*%((1!$1!$''60(.!$70$6!,+!
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3. Measurements on animal eye lenses ex vivo
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Fig. S2.! #$%&$'$()*)+,$! ')&$''-')&*+(! ./&,$'! 01&! 21/(3! 456/$7! ,'8! 169! 4&$97!
51,+($!6$('$'8!:&1;!)<$!'61%$'=!>$!01/(9!?1/(3@'!;19/6+!10!A8B!CD*!01&!)<$!
21/(3!6$('!*(9!""!CD*!01&!)<$!169!6$('8!!!!
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Fig. S3.!#$%&'()!*+,(-!./01)&!/2!3+,!41'),15!/2!(!$/146!78)1,9!(40!/)0!7-,09!
8/:&4,!),45!&4!3+,!.,'+(4&'()!2-,;1,4'$!-(46,!/2!<=>!3/!><!?@=!
!
A4!/1-!,B%,-&.,435C!3+,!5+,(-!./01)15!.,(51-,0!8$!-+,/.,3-$!7(3!>!?@9!D(5!2/140!3/!8,!
6,4,-())$! +&6+,-! 3+(4! 3+,! E/146F5! ./01)15! .,(51-,0! 8$! 3+,! ;1(5&G53(3&'! 53-(&4G53-,55! 3,53=! H,!
8,)&,:,!3+&5!/85,-:(3&/4!D(5!%-&.(-&)$!01,!3/!/1-!5%,'&2&'!,B%,-&.,43()!'/40&3&/45=!I/-!,B(.%),C!
3+,! 5(.%),5! D,-,! %-,)/(0,0! D&3+! "G><J! )/46&310&4()! 53-(&4! %-&/-! 3/! 3+,! 5+,(-! .,(51-,.,43C!
D+,-,(5!3+,!E/146F5!./01)15!D(5!'()'1)(3,0!&4!3+,!)/46&310&4()!53-(&4!/2!<!3/!"J=!
!
4. Effect of refractive index and density variation on Brillouin modulus estimation
A4! /1-! (4()$5&5! /2! K-&))/1&4! ./01)15C! 2/-! ,B(.%),! &4! I&6=! L(C! D,! (551.,0! (! '/453(43! :()1,! 2/-!
!M4N! 2/-! ())! ),45! 5(.%),5=! A4! 2('3C! 3+/5,! 5.())! %&,',5! /2! 3&551,! +(:,! 5)&6+3)$! 0&22,-,43! -,2-('3&:,!
&40&',5!(40!0,45&3$!:()1,5=!A4!/-0,-!3/!,53&.(3,!3+,!,--/-!01,!3/!/1-!(551.%3&/4!&4!3+,!(4()$5&5C!
D,!%,-2/-.,0!3+,!2/))/D&46!(4()$5&5=!!
!
I/-! %/-'&4,! '-$53())&4,! ),45,5C! 3+,! %-/2&),! /2! 3+,! -,2-('3&:,! &40,B! +(5! 8,,4! %-,:&/15)$!
.,(51-,0!(40!(:(&)(8),!&4!3+,!)&3,-(31-,C!(40!3+,!)/'()!:()1,!/2!3+,!.(55!0,45&3$!'(4!8,!,53&.(3,0!
(''1-(3,)$! 8$! ./0,)&46! 3+,! ),45! (5! (! .&B31-,! /2! D(3,-! (40! '-$53())&4,! %-/3,&45! (40! 15&46!
O)(053/4,GP(),! 2/-.1)(! 7>C! N9=! I&-53C! D,! '()'1)(3,0! 3+,! K-&))/1&4! ./01)15! (''/143&46! 2/-! 3+,!
5%(3&()!:(-&(3&/4!/2!3+,!0,45&3$!(40!&40,B!/2!-,2-('3&/4=!*,'/40C!D,!15,0!!Q>=>R!6M'.R!(40!4Q>=SC!
D+&'+! D,-,! '()'1)(3,0! 2-/.! 3+,! 5%(3&()! (:,-(6,5! /:,-! 3+,! D+/),! ),45=! H,! 2/140! 3+(3! 3+,!
0&22,-,4',!8,3D,,4!3+,5,!3D/!'()'1)(3&/45!D(5!),55!3+(4!TMG!NJ=!#+,-,2/-,C!D,!'/4')10,!3+(3!3+,!
,--/-!01,!3/!3+,!(551.%3&/4!/2!'/453(43!!M4N!5+/1)0!8,!4,6)&6&8),!&4!./53!'(5,5=!!
I&61-,!*S!0,%&'35!8/3+!0(3(5,35!/83(&4,0!D&3+!3+,!5%(3&()!-,5/):,0!70&(./409!(40!'/453(43!
75;1(-,9!:()1,5!2/-!!M!N!&4!'/.%(-&5/4!3/!3+,!A453-/4!./01)&=!!!!!!!
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Fig. S4. #$%&'(%&$)*+,!-.//&-+*.$0!1/*22.3*$!4)0!#$)+/.$!5.3$67)!8.%32*9!:;&$!
+;&!4</*<+*.$!.=! !($>!?&+:&&$!+;&!)<8@2&)!:<)!-.$)*%&/&%!A).2*%!%*<8.$%)B!./!
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